


WHO WE ARE
WHAT WE DO

Oakmont Consulting is a refreshingly adaptable, research driven, boutique
recruitment company.

As subject matter experts, we connect world class technology talent with
innovative & agile FinTech, Data and Finance driven organisations

Working closely with the FinTech investment community, our clients range
from entrepreneurial VC funded, start-up & early stage companies,
encompassing disruptive FinTechs & Big Data companies, to more
established Fintech driven businesses, including consultancies,
professional services, software vendors/integrators and boutique
quantitative hedge funds



HIRING F INTECH TALENT
YOUR #1  BUSINESS CHALLENGE

In times of unprecedented global, digital transformation & change,
technology, data & finance is at the very heart of how the world now
chooses to work, live, play and think

This meteoric speed of change, combined with the creation of so many
disruptive tech, data and finance savvy businesses, has fuelled the surge in
demand for creative & imaginative talent, a demand which has led to skill
shortages across critical areas of tech development, engineering, data
science and design



OUR
SOLUTIONS

Our intimate market knowledge & expertise enables the very best companies to
address and overcome this skills gap, whilst reducing the time to hire and
accelerate the growth & performance of their business

We employ a range of talent acquisition strategies, using a blend of traditional
search and innovative digitally driven methodologies, designed to identify
outstanding permanent & contract resources

These techniques include approaches via our deep rooted industry network
which includes the regular attendance of start up boot camps, seminars, meet
ups, hangouts and hackathon events

However, it is our "remarkable" difference which enables us to connect brilliant
tech, data and finance driven talent with the hottest start up/sme's and
innovative tech companies



OUR REMARKABLE
DIFFERENCE

In the modern era, where the most talented candidates are often passive
job seekers and therefore less likely to be found residing on job boards or
recruitment databases, it is the intuitive, creative & often unique approach
to search & sourcing, adopted by our consultants, which sets us apart and
what we at Oakmont refer to as our "remarkable difference"

This "remarkable" difference has enabled our team to consistently identify
and ultimately deliver new, unseen talent, providing tangible value and
results for our clients and candidates alike



We understand that to scale high growth dynamic businesses, requires flexible
workforce solutions and the rapid deployment of people talent. We have therefore
developed a range of recruitment services to reflect the individual needs of our
clients.

•customised and dedicated recruitment strategy
•Ideal for leadership roles and niche skill sets
•targeting of passive candidates
•market mapping & benchmarking
•optional testing

Retained Search Contingent Search

•suitable for lower to mid tier roles & multiple hires
•access to our talent network & qualified database
•optional psychometric, technical & competency based
 testing

Interim Assignments

•deployment of highly experienced interim    
 professionals at a tactical & strategic      
 management level  
•suitable for short term cover or longer term
 strategic roles requiring a measurable      
 outcome

Contract & Project Assignments

•deployment of on-demand tech specialists
•delivery of individual or multiple contract resources
 for larger scale projects
•provides effective financial control for resource
 planning & management

OUR
SERVICE



•OOP
•Functional Programming
•Web & Mobile Development
•Architecture & Design
•Testing / QA

Software Development

Consulting & Software Vendors

•Subject Matter Experts (Trading & Risk)
•Integration Specialist
•Technical Consultants

BI, Data & Analytics

•Data Architects
•Data Scientist
•Data Analysts
•DBA's
•BI Analysts

Quantitative Trading Technology

•Software Developers
•Quantitative Professionals
•Infrastructure Engineers

OUR
EXPERT ISE

Transformation & Change

•PM's and BA's
•Scrum Master
•Product Managers

Leadership and Executive Talent

•CxO
•Head of Sector



OUR
SECTORS

As a specialist talent acquisition and advisory company, our consultants
have developed specific industry expertise within the following sectors:

FinTech

BI, Big Data & Analytics

Quantitative Trading Technology

Consulting, Professional Services

Software Vendors & Integrator

Executive and Leadership Talent



1. Define the role,
 organisation and culture
including future career and
personal development
opportunities.

2. Undertake a
comprehensive search
utilising traditional and
digital sourcing strategies.

3.Positively promote the
company and the role. Pre
screen and interview
relevant candidates.

4. Qualify, select and submit
a maximum of four relevant
candidates.

5. Provide ongoing
management and support
to our clients and
candidates throughout the
process.

6. Value added services
including offer management,
referencing and identity
checks.

7. Post offer management -
we will communicate
regularly with the candidate
during the notice period.

8. Check and confirm arrival
of the new employee to
complete a successful on
boarding process.

OUR PROCESS
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info@oakmontconsulting.co.uk

+44 (0) 203 435 5598

www.oakmontconsulting.co.uk

https://twitter.com/Oakmont_uk


